
Lesson 8: Time prepositions: At/in/on

Complete the sentences with any of these options: in / or / at / in the

1 - I can’t sleep very well ____ night.

2 - My little brother takes a siesta ____ afternoon.

3 - I like to drink coffee ____ lunchtime.

4 - I’m having lunch with Susy ____ noon.

5 - I'll see you ____ Thursday afternoon then.

6 - Cinderella went home ____ midnight.

7 - I prefer to do exercise ____ mornings.

8 - Rose and Rita got home ___ Friday evening.

9 - Sara walks her dog ___ evening.

10 - We have swimming lessons ___ Monday mornings.

Complete the sentences with the correct preposition of time: in / or / at.

11 - Lisa will be arriving ____ March 14.

12 - The weather is often cold  ____ January.

13 - Let’s meet at the restaurant ____ 8pm.

14 - The Beatles were popular ____ the 1960’s

15 - We usually visit our grandma ____ weekends.

16 - I graduated from high school ____ 2001.

17 - Louis got married ____ December, 1991.

18 - The weekly meeting is ____ Monday mornings ____ 9am.

19 -  Marco met his wife ____ 1998

20 - Luke had a party ____ his birthday.



Answer Key

Complete the sentences with any of these options: in / or / at / in the

1 - I can’t sleep very well at night.

2 - My little brother takes a siesta in the afternoon.

3 - I like to drink coffee at lunchtime.

4 - I’m having lunch with Susy at noon.

5 - I'll see you on Thursday afternoon then.

6 - Cinderella went home at midnight.

7 - I prefer to do exercise in the mornings.

8 - Rose and Rita got home on Friday evening.

9 - Sara walks her dog in the evening.

10 - We have swimming lessons on Monday mornings.

Complete the sentences with the correct preposition of time: in / or / at.

11 - Lisa will be arriving on March 14.

12 - The weather is often cold in January.

13 - Let’s meet at the restaurant at 8pm.

14 - The Beatles were popular in the 1960’s

15 - We usually visit our grandma on weekends.

16 - I graduated from high school in 2001.

17 - Louis got married in December, 1991.

18 - The weekly meeting is on Monday mornings at 9am.

19 - Marco met his wife in 1998

20 - Luke had a party on his birthday.


